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VIBRATIONAL PROBLEMS IN ELLIPTICAL COORDINATES*
BY

N. W. McLACHLAN
{University of London)

1. Introduction. We commence with the differential equation

- + — - o, (i.i,
dx2 dy2 dt2

K being a constant. Writing = y) in (1.1), it becomes

d2f d2f 2— + — +^^ = 0, (1.2)
ox1 oyl

with kl=co2K. This is the familiar two-dimensional wave equation for sinusoidal
time-displacement, expressed in rectangular coordinates. The ordinary differential
equations used herein, into which (1.2), expressed in elliptical coordinates, may be
decomposed, are identical in form with those obtained by Mathieu1 when he solved
the problem of the elliptical membrane. Their preferred canonical forms are

d2y
 (- (a — 2q cos 2z)y = 0, (1 - 3)
dz2

and

d2y
 (a — 2q cosh 2z)y = 0, (1-4)
dz2

with q>0. In dealing with an elliptical plate, these equations are used with qs* 0.
(1.3) is known as the ordinary Mathieu equation, and (1.4) as the modified Mathieu
equation. They are derivable from each other by the substitution ±iz for z. Recently
lists of solutions of (1.3), (1.4), and the corresponding equations for g<0, have been
published.2,3'4 By aid of these we shall derive formal solutions pertaining to the vi-
brational modes of:

(a) A uniform, homogeneous, loss-free stretched membrane in the form of an
elliptical ring;5

(b) Water in a lake of uniform depth whose plan view is an elliptical ring;
(c) A uniform, homogeneous, loss-free, elastic elliptical plate;

* Received Oct. 28, 1946.
1 E. Mathieu, Memoire sur le mouvement vibratoire d'une membrane de forme elliptique, Jour, de Math.

Pures et Appliquees. 13, 137 (1868).
2 W. G. Bickley, and N. W. McLachlan, Mathieu functions of integral order and their tabulation,

MTAC, 2, 1, 1946.
3 N. W. McLachlan, Mathieu functions and their classification, Jour. Math. Phys., 25, 209, 1946;

Theory and application of Mathieu functions, Oxford Press, New York, 1947.
4 J. A. Stratton, P. M. Morse, L. J. Chu, and A. Hutner, Elliptic cylinder and spheroidal wave func-

tions, Wiley, & Sons New York, 1942.
* An elliptical ring is that portion of the ellipse enclosed by the inner and outer confocal bounding

ellipses.
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(d) A uniform, homogeneous, loss-free, elastic elliptical ring plate.
In all cases, as the outer bounding ellipse tends to a circle, the formulae degenerate
to those already known for a circular boundary.

2. Elliptical ring membrane. In this case &?=w2pi/r, where pl = mass of membrane
per unit area, r = radial tension per unit arc length,6 both of the latter being constant.
To derive the appropriate formal solutions, we first transform (1.1) to elliptical
coordinates,7 where

x = h cosh £ cos jj, y = h sinh £ sin ?j, (2.1)

2h being the interfocal distance. Then if £" is the displacement of a point (£, rj) on
membrane, we get

  1 (- |£2(cosh 2£ — cos 2r;)f = 0. (2. 2)
d£2 dr)2

with k2 = \k\h2 =u2h2p\/^T.
3. Solutions of (2.2). The appropriate type take the form

f(l. f) = x(£)f(v) (3.1)
where \p and x are functions of rj, £ alone, respectively, which satisfy the ordinary
equations

d2\f/
 b (a — 2q cos 2-q)\p = 0, (3.2)
dri2

and

d2x
— (a — 2q cosh 2£)x = 0. (3.3)

a is the arbitrary separation constant, while q = k2, k>0. These equations have the
same forms as (1.3), (1.4), and we designate their first and second linearly independent
solutions by

>Ai (v,q), >?); (3.4)
Xi(£, g), X2& q). (3.5)

As shown in the papers mentioned in Footnotes 2, 3, 4 these solutions have a plu-
rality of forms, so the next step is to select those appropriate to the problem of the
ring membrane.

4. Physical conditions. Consider the maximum displacement of all points on a
confocal ellipse on the membrane. If we start at 77 = 0 and move round the ellipse
counterclockwise, the maximum displacement varies continuously. If may be re-
peated between ij=tv and t] = 2ir, but it is always repeated at interval 2ir. Thus f is
single-valued and periodic in the coordinate 77, the period being either ir or 2ir, ac-

6 To obtain uniform tension, the membrane may be stretched with uniform radial tension over a
circular frame, the elliptical rings then being clamped in position within the frame. The plane of the
membrane, when at rest, is horizontal.

7 A simple method of transformation is exemplified in Phil. Mag. 36, 600, (1945).
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cording to the mode of vibration. Consequently and ^(j?) must be functions
such that either

q) = Hv + H-, q), (4.1)
or

Hv, q) = iKf + 2ir, q). (4.2)
According to the references in footnotes 2, 3, the only functions which satisfy these
conditions are, respectively,

foil, q) = Ce2n(v, q), Se2n+2(v,q), [«2n, &2n+2],8 (4.3)

and

h(v, q) = ce2n+1(17, q), se2n+1(77, q), [a2n+1, i2»+i],8 (4.4)

n = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ • The functions in (4.3), (4.4) are first solutions of (3.2). Linearly
independent second solutions are von-periodic and, therefore, inadmissible here.
There is no physical reason for discriminating between independent solutions of (3.3)
so we may include both. Then,2'3

Xl(£? q) q), iS*6m(£, q), ^m]» (4 .5)

and

X2& q) = Feym(£, q), Geym{i, q), [am, bm\, (4.6)

where m = 2n, 2w + l, 2w + 2, as the case may be. The second alternative solutions
Fem(^, q), Gem(£, q) may be used for X2(if, q), but for reasons stated in the references
mentioned in Footnote 3, the solutions (4.6) are preferable.

5. The formal solution. This is to be constructed from (3.1), and (4.3)-(4.6). We
arrange the x<P in grouPs> the functions in each group having the same characteristic
number. Thus, introducing the real part of the time factor from Sec. 1 with an arbi-
trary phase angle, we have the component solutions of order m, corresponding to am
and bm, namely,

Tm(£i Vi 0 q) -j- FmFeym(ji, q)\c&m{?]i q) COS (cCmt Cm), (5. 1)

and

Tm(£, Vi 0 q) "I" GmGeym(j*, ?) q) COS (cOm/ "I- Cm). (5.2)

In (5.1), (5.2), Cm, Fm, Sm, Gm, are arbitrary constants determinable from the dis-
placement and velocity over the surface of the membranal ring at t = 0, while wm, com
are the respective pulsatances of the mth free modes of vibration, and em, em their
relative phase angles. um and <am are different as will be evident from the next section.
For Ce, ce, Fey, m = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • , while for Se, se, Gey, m = 1, 2, ■ ■ • . The complete
solution, without the time factor, maybe written

CO oo

f(?> v) = 23 £»•(£' v) + X) ?»»(£< v)- (5.3)

8 These are the characteristic numbers corresponding to the Mathieu functions ce, se of integral order
2?it 2w + l, 2n-\-2.
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6. Vibrational modes of ring membrane. We use the boundary conditions
£ = £o, f = 0 at the outer clamp, £ = £i, f = 0 at the inner clamp. For modes of order m
corresponding to characteristic number am, by (5.1) at the outer clamp

[CmCem(t;o, q) + FrrFeyJ&a, q)}cem{rt, q) = 0. (6.1)

At the inner clamp

[CmCem(£i, q) -\-FmJFeym(£i, q)]cem{r], q) = 0. (6.2)

These equations are independent of rj at the clamps, so for Cm, Fm to be non-zero,
we must have

Cem(£o, q)Feym(£i, q) — Cem(£i, q)Feym(£0, q) = 0, (m ^ 0) (6.3)

which is the pulsatance equation. Moreover, corresponding to each value of qm,P,
p — 1, 2, 3, • • • for which (6.3) is satisfied, the elliptical ring has a vibrational mode
of order m and rank p. Since qm,v = k2m,v=o>m,vhip\/^T, the pulsatances of the modes
are given by

2
tem.p ^Tqm,v/ (6.4)

= 4:Tqm,p/aVph (6.5)

where h=ae, a being the semi-major axis, and e the eccentricity of the outer bounding
ellipse. qm,v are the parametric zeros of (6.3), and determine the positions of the nodal
ellipses, of which there are (p — 1) within the clamping rings. The nodal hyperbolae
are determined for any q = qm,P by

cem(r), q) = 0, (m > 0). (6.6)

For the set of modes corresponding to characteristic number bm, the pulsatance
equation defining the nodal ellipses is

Sem(%o, q)Geym(%i, q) — Sem(£h q)Geym(£0, q) =0, (m > 0), (6.7)

where g_=qm,v. The nodal hyperbolae, for any q = qm,v, are given by

sem(v, q) =0, (m > 0). (6.8)

7. Elliptical ring lake. The formal analysis is identical with that for the ring
membrane, but the condition at the inner and outer boundaries is zero velocity
normal to them. Thus if f represents the tide height or vertical displacement of the
water from its equilibrium level, we have9

= 0 at £ = Jo, and also at £ = £i. (7.1)

The conditional equations have the forms (6.1), (6.2), but the functions are replaced
by their first derivatives with respect to £. Hence by (6.3) the pulsatance equation is

Cem(£o, q)FeyL(ki, q) — Ce'n(£i, q)Fey^0, q) =0, (m ^ 0), (7.2)

q having those values q'm,v, p —1,2, • • • for which (7.2) is satisfied. These determine
the nodal ellipses, while the nodal hyperbolae for the same values of q are given by

9 H. Jeffreys, Free oscillations of water in an elliptical lake, Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. 23, 455 (1924).
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(6.6). In the present problem k2 = q = u2h2/gd, g being the acceleration due to gravity,
and d the uniform depth of the lake.

For the set of modes corresponding to characteristic number bm, we have

Se'm(£o, q)Gey'm(£i, q) - Se'm{£i, q)Gey'm(S,0, q) =0, (m > 0), (7.3)

and

q) =0, (m> 0), (7.4)

with q = q'm,p
8. Elliptical plate. Let p be the density, t the uniform thickness, <r< 1 Poisson's

ratio, E the modulus of elasticity, and c2=Et2/12p(l — cr), whose dimensions are
(velocity).2 Then if f varies as eiut in the various vibrational modes, k\=co2/c2, and
rotation effects are ignored, the differential equation of motion expressed in rectangu-
lar coordinates, may be shown to be

a4f 2d4
 + • +— £if = 0, (8.1)
dx4 dy4 dx2dy2

/ a2 a2 a / a2 a2 2\

W+v + i,)t+i7"i7'0' (8'2)
If a function satisfies

52fi a2f, 2
+ <8-3>

and another function satisfies

a2f2 a2f2 2

"a?" "v"" " <8'4)
their sum, with the appropriate arbitrary constants, is a solution of (8.1), (8.2). To
obtain this solution, (8.3), (8.4) are expressed in elliptical coordinates, thereby
yielding two equations of the form (2.2), with -\-k2 in one and — k2 in the other.
These may be split up into pairs of equations like (3.2), (3.3), one pair being asso-
ciated with -\-q and the other with —q. Then omitting the time factor, the solutions
of order m corresponding to (8.3) are

v) = [CmCem(£, q) + FmFeym(%, q)]cem(ri, q), (a = am), (8.5)

(£> v) = [^m5em(^, q) + GmGeym{i, q)]sen(y, q), (a = bm). (8.6)

The solutions corresponding to (8.4) are

y) = [CmCem(£, — q) + FrnFekn^, — q)]cem{i), — q) (8.7)

for a=ci2n, m = 2n\ a = bin+i, w = 2« + l, and

h (£> v) = — q) + GmGekm(£, — q)]sem(ri, — q) (8.8)
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for a = bin, m = 2n\ a = 2n-\-l,m = 2n-\-l. In these cases q<0 in (2.2) and the functions
Fekm{£, —q),Gekm(t;, — q) have been used in preference to Feym(i-, —q), Geym(ij, —q),
since the former are real, while the latter are complex if £ is real.3

On the interfocal line of the ellipse £ = 0. In crossing this line orthogonally from
(0, tj) to (0, —tj), we must have

(a) continuity of displacement, so f(0, tj) =f(0, —17), and
■ (b) continuity of gradient, so

— [f(£. = — — [f(f, — v) ]i-»o-d£ d£

Remembering that rj) = x(£)'K'?)> it may be demonstrated that with the product
pairs Feymcem, Geymsem, Fekmcem, Gekmsem, conditions (a), (b) cannot both be satisfied.
Hence in (8.5)-(8.8) we put Fm — Gm = Fm = Gm = 0. Thus the complete formal solu-
tion is

00

V) ^ > Cq)C&vi(yi 1 q) "I- (f)C&m(jly Q)
m= 0

00

~"f~ ̂ ' SrryStmiki (f)S&m(jli q) ~f~ <SnvS6m^1 q) • (^ • ̂ )
771=1

9. Boundary conditions. When the periphery of the plate is clamped, f = df/d£ = 0
at £=£0. Thus for mode m corresponding to characteristic number a?„, we have

C2nC{?2n(£o> q)CC2n(y]y q) ~f~ C2nC^2n(^0> q)C&2n(j}) (?) 0, (9.1)

and

C2nCe2n(£o, q)ce2n(Vi q) + C2nCe2n(£o, — q)ce2n(v> — q) = 0- (9.2)

For C2n, C2n to be non-zero, we must have

[Ce2„(£o, ?)C«2»(£o, q) ~ Cein(to, ~ q)Ce'2n(ta, q)]ce2n(v, q)ce2n(rj. — q) = 0. (9.3)

Hence the pulsatance equation is

Ce2„(£o, — q)Ce'2n{£o, q) - CW„(£o, — q)Ce2n(Z0, q) = 0, (n ^ 0), (9.4)

or

d r
— [Ce2„(f, q)/Cein(£, - ?)]{_{l = 0. (9.5)
di

This equation is satisfied when q = q2n,s saY> where 5=1,2,3, •••, and these roots
define a system of confocal nodal ellipses. For the same values of q, by (9.3) we have
the equations whose roots define two systems of nodal hyperbolae, namely,

ce2n(v, 1) = 0, and ce2n(r1, ~ ?) = 0 (n > 0). (9.6)

For modes associated with the characteristic numbers a2n+i, &2»+i, we take the respec-
tive equations, with m = (2«-fl),
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C(?) "1" S mSem(i;, ^)S6m(^7], Q) 0, (9 . 7)

and

SmSem(£, q)sem(v, q) + CmCem(£, — q)cem(y, — q) = 0. (9.8)*

Using the boundary conditions in (9.7) yields for a = a2n+i, the equations

— [Cem(£, q)/Sen(i, - g)]f=to = 0, (9.9)

and

cem(ij, q) = 0, sem{t], — q) = 0, (9.10)

for q = qm,s, these being the roots of (9.9).

Similarly for (9.8) we derive for a = bin+\, the equations

~ [Sem& q)/Cem(tj, - })]„, = 0, (9.11)
ak

and

sem(ri, q) = 0, cem(n, — q) = 0, (9.12)

for g, = 2m,S) these being the roots of (9.11).
For characteristic number a = b2n, the equations may be obtained from (9.5),

(9.6) by writing Se for Ce, se for ce, q.2ns for q2<m, n ^ 1.
10. Elliptical ring plate. When an elliptical plate is clamped at its periphery and

also at an internal confocal ellipse, it becomes a ring. Defining the inner and outer
boundaries by and £0, the conditions to be satisfied are f = df/d|; = 0 at £ = £i and £0,
where 0^£i<£0. If £i were zero, the inner clamp would be on the interfocal line of
length 2h. By Sec. 8, the formal solution for characteristic number a2n, is

f <a»> = [C2nCe2„(£, q) + F2nFey2n(£, q) ]ce2n(v, q)

+ [C2nCe2n(^, — q) + F2nFek2n(£, — q)]ce2n(ri, — q). (10.1)

Then at £=£o and at £=£i, we must have

[C2nCe2n(^, q) + F2nFey2n{£, q)\ce2n{-q, q)

+ [C2nCe2n(i;, — q) + F2nFek2n{i, — q)\ce2n(ji, — q) = 0, (10.2)

and

[C2bC<4(£, q) +F2nFey2n(£, q)]ce2n{t], q)

+ [C2nCe 2nd, — ?) + F2nFekL(£, — q)]ce2n(ri, — q) = 0. (10.3)

Thus there are four equations from which we can eliminate the four arbitrary con-
stants, and so derive the pulsatance equation, and those for the nodal hyperbolae.
Similar equations may be derived corresponding to a2n+i, b2n+\, b2n+2.

11. Examples. 1°. Elliptical ring membrane. The first pulsatance equation is (6.3),

* It should be observed that ce2n+i(rj, q) and se2n+i(ii, —q) have o = o2„+i, while for se2„+i(j7, q) and
ce2n+i(i, —q), a = bln+i- Similarly for Ce and Se.
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and we have to find those values qm,p=a>ll:ph2pi/4r which satisfy it. In the absence of
tabular values of the two functions involved, calculation of the values q for the
modes of lower order would be tedious. However, by aid of formulae asymptotic in
k = -\-q112, we can easily determine the approximate roots of (6.3). When q = k2 is
large enough3

Ce ") Km cos

sin (11"

where Km is a constant dependent upon q, vr = 2k sinh £r, and 0r = (2m + l) tan-1
(tanh !£r). Using (11.1) in (6.3) leads to

sin [(w0 — fi) — (0o — 0i)] = 0, (11-2)

so

(v0 — Vi) = pT + (00 - 0i), (11-3)

p integral 2il. Thus (11.3) gives

(pir + 0O — 0i)/2(sinh £0 — sinh £i). (11-4)

If e is the eccentricity of a confocal ellipse £, e-1 = cosh £ and, therefore,
sinh £ = e-1(l — e2)1'2. Substituting this into (11.4) yields

Qm,p km,p
2 2 2 r 2 2 22 e 2 2 \ 1/2 -i

— (pir ~f~ #o $i) ^o^i/4[^o ~b 6i — 2«o6i — 2eie0 {(1 — e\)(1 — eo) } J, (11.5)

eo, ei being the eccentricities of the outer and inner bounding ellipses, respectively.
The accuracy of (11.5) improves with increase in e and p. The second pulsatance
equation (6.7) may be treated in a similar manner.

2°. Elliptical plate. Referring to (9.5), we shall consider the modes of order 2n
corresponding to the characteristic number ai„. As before, owing to absence of tabular
values, we shall assume that k is large enough for (11.1) to be used. This formula
applies when q>(), but we also require one for q<0. To derive this we write (£ + ^7ti)
for £ in (11.1), since this substitution changes the sign of q in (3.3) of which (11.1)
is an approximate solution when q is large and positive. As explained in the paper
quoted in Footnote 3, it is also necessary to multiply by (— 1)" and select the real part
of the formula, since £ is real. Then if |£|5i>i7r, we obtain

Ce2»(£, ~ q) ~ Z2„xi/(sinh £)1/2, (11-6)

where xi=cosh u cos <fo»+sinh u sin <£2„, u = 2k cosh £, fan— (4w + l) tan-1 (tanh |£),
and Kin is a constant dependent upon q. Thus from (11.6) and (11.1), we get

/Kin\ Ce2n(£, q) (tanh £)1/2 cos x  J   ̂    ]
KKin) Ce2n(Z, — q) xi

(11.7)

with x = 2& sinh £ — (4« + l) tan-1 (tanh §£). Performing the differentiation indicated
in (9.5), and equating to zero, leads after a little reduction to the pulsatance equation

tan x = (1/x' sinh 2£) - (xi'/xix), £ = £o- (11-8)
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If £o is large enough, xi'/xix'—— 1> while x' sinh 2£0^1. Then (11.8) reduces to

tan x — — 1, or x ^ (* - iK (11-9)

s being a positive integer such that x is large enough for the above approximate
asymptotic formulae to be valid. Thus (11.9) entails

2k sinh go — (s — i)t + (4n + 1) tan~' (tanh ^£0). (11.10)

If £o is such that 2k sinh £0 — ke*o, and tanh ~ 1, we obtain

?2n,» = kin,. ^ (s + «)V<r2£o. (11.11)


